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Abstract The study of the }1,0{→R  functions is sketched. 

1. The Equations of the Asynchronous Automata 

1.1 }1,0{2 =B  is the Binary Boole algebra, together with the discrete topology. '' ⊕  is the 
modulo 2 sum, '' ⋅  is the intersection and i
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∈
∪  is the reunion of Iia i ∈∈ ,2B . 

1.2 Let 2: BR →x . If there are true 
 i) ϖ=ξε−∈ξ∀>ε∈ε∃∈ϖ∃∈∀ )(),,(,0,,, 2 xttt RBR  
 ii) *)(),,(,0,,*, 2 ϖ=ξε+∈ξ∀>ε∈ε∃∈ϖ∃∈∀ xttt RBR  
then x  is said to have left limits, respectively right limits. The numbers 
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are the left and the right limits of x  in t .  

1.3 The functions 
)()0()( txtxtDx ⊕−= , )()0()(* txtxtxD ⊕+=  

are the left derivative and the right derivative of x  in t . 
 There are remarkable the properties: 

)()( tDxtDDx = , )(*)(** txDtxDD =  
)()(* tDxtDxD = , )(*)(* txDtxDD =  

1.4 We define the set of the realizable functions 
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)( BR →== has left limits and right limits, 

   R∈= ttxD i ,0)(*  and 0,0)( <= ttxi  for all ni ,1= } 

1.5 The equations of the asynchronous automata are 
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 - )(nRealx ∈  is the state function; nx 2
0 B∈  is the initial state 

 - )(mRealu∈  is the input (the control) function 



 - nmnf 222: BBB →×  is the generator function 

 - nii ,1,0 =>τ  are the delays, or the switching time parameters 

1.6 With the notations from fig 1.6.1 a, the circuits that the equations 1.5 model are of the sort 
from fig 1.6.1 b (so called switching circuits). 

fig 1.6.1 a 

fig 1.6.1 b 
 The solution of 1.5 always exists and it is unique. 

2. Further Developments 

Writing the equations of the asynchronous automata supposed some analogies with the 
mathematics of the RR →  functions, that can be continued. We shall give here just a hint on 
these constructions. 

2.1 The notion of left (right) limit of 2: BR →x  may be generalized to: superior left limit 
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and inferior left limit, limits relative to a subset R⊂A ; we have also left (and right) limits of the 
subsets R⊂A  defined by 

}1)0(},{|{ =−χ∞∨∈=− tttA AR  
where )( ⋅χ  is the characteristic function. All these limits are related to left (right) continuities 
and derivatives. 

2.2 Let ∅≠X  and }|{ XAAR ⊂⊂  closed relative to the symmetrical difference ∆  and the 
intersection ∧  (= ring of subsets of X ). The function 2: B→µ R  is called Boolean measure if 
for any sequence of sets N∈∈ nRAn ,  disjoint two by two with RAn

n
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, we have that the 

set }1)(,|{ =µ∈ nAnn N  is finite and it is true 
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2.3 Let us consider the function 2: B→Xx . The number 
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- where XA ⊂  and RtxXttA ∈=∈∧ }1)(,|{  - is the integral of x  on A  relative to µ. 
 We have also integrals in the Stieltjes and Riemann sense and primitives. For 

2
2],[: B→γ ba  subject to some conditions - called path and ω  a Boolean form  on 2

2B  (not 

defined in this paper), the integral ∫γω  may be defined. 

2.4 The above facts give the possibility of defining convolution products and distributions over 
n
2BR →  test functions. It is called test function in the general sense a function :x n

2BR →  with 

the property that ix  have left limits and right limits, ni ,1= . 
 It is called test function in the restricted sense, a test function in the general sense, with 
the property that the set }0)(|{ ≠txt  is bounded. 
 Two sets of test functions are consequently defined and let nK  be any of them. For 

nKx ∈  and )()( τ−=τ txtx
def

, it is called distribution over nK  a function 2: B→nKf  
fulfilling the next requirements: 
 i) )()()(,, yfxfyxfKyx n ⊕=⊕∈∀  
 ii) )()(, τ⋅ψ=τ∈∀ xfgKx n  has left limits and right limits for all 2: BR →ψ  with left 
limits and right limits. 

 The set of the distributions is noted with '
nK . 

3. Differentials 

3.1 For the function 2: BR →f  and R∈a , the next statements are equivalent: 
 i) )0(),0( +− afaf  exist (or )(*),( afDaDf  exist) 
 ii) the constants 221 , B∈aa  and the function 2: BR →ω  exist with the property that ω  
is null in some neighborhood ),( ε+ε− aa  of a  (i.e. 0)()(lim =ω=ω
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x  we have: 
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1 xaxaaxaafxf ω⊕−η⋅⊕−η⋅⊕= −+  
 It may be proved that if ii) is true, then )(aDf  and )(* afD  exist and 

)(*),( 21 afDaaDfa ==  

3.2 In any of the above situations i), ii) f  is said to be differentiable in a  and the function 

)()(*)()())(( * axafDaxaDfxadf −η⋅⊕−η⋅= −+  
is called the differential of f  in a . It is true: 

)()))((( adfaadfd =  

3.3 Let us consider the function 2
2

2
2 ),(),(,: BRBR ∈∋→ yxfyxf α  and the point 

2),( R∈ba . By fixing one of yx,  to ba, , limits of the sort ),...0,(),,0( +− bafbaf  may be 
obtained, together with the corresponding derivatives:  
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where the order of taking limits was indicated by the numbers 1,2. If this order is not essential, 
we shall simply write )0,0( +− baf . 

3.4 The function ),(,: 2
2 yxfff =→ BR  is differentiable in 2),( R∈ba  if any of the 

following equivalent conditions is fulfilled: 
 i) ),0,0(),0,0(),0,(),0,(),,0(),,0( +−−−+−+− bafbafbafbafbafbaf  

)0,0(),0,0( ++−+ bafbaf  exist (or ),,(),,(),,(),,( ** bafDbafDbafDbafD yyxx  

),(),,(),,(),,(),0(),( **** bafDDbafDDbafDDbafDbafDbafDD yxyxyxyyyx ⊕−=  exist). 

This means that in a neighborhood })()(|),{( 22 ε<−+− byaxyx  of ),( ba  the form of f  is 
like in fig 3.4.1 

fig 3.4.1 

 ii) the constants 281 ,..., B∈aa  and the function 2
2: BR →ω  exist with the property that 

ω  is null in some neighborhood })()(|),{( 22 ε<−+− byaxyx  of ),( ba  (i.e. 
0),(),(lim

),(),(
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) so that 
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 It may be proved that if ii) is true, then the derivatives from i) exist, the order of taking 
the second order derivatives is not essential and 
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3.5 Let 2
2: BR →f  be differentiable in ),( ba . The function 

=),)(,( yxbadf ⊕−η⋅⊕−η⋅ −+ )(),()(),( ** axbafDaxbafD xx  

 ⊕−η⋅⊕−η⋅⊕ −+ )(),()(),( ** bybafDbybafD yy  

 ⊕−η⋅−η⋅⊕−η⋅−η⋅⊕ −+++ )()(),()()(),( **** byaxbafDDbyaxbafDD yxyx  

 )()(),()()(),( **** byaxbafDDbyaxbafDD yxyx −η⋅−η⋅⊕−η⋅−η⋅⊕ −−+−  

is called the differential of f  in ),( ba . The next property is remarkable: 
),(),))(,(( badfbabadfd =  

4. A Look towards Temporal Logic 

4.1 Let 2: BR →x  and X  be a proposition (a formula). By replacing )(tx  with )(XRt  - read: 
"it is the case that X  at t " - where tR  is a unary operator appearing for example at Rescher and 
Urquhart, we put the problem of the derivative 

)()()( 0 XRXRDXR ttt ∨≡ −  
∨  being the strong disjunction. It characterises the dependency on time of the statement: "the 
truth value of )(XRt  has changed". The system characterised by 1.5 processes knowledge and its 
input is to be interpreted as knowledge arriving from outside the system, given by a book, a 
teacher or simply by the eyes or the ears. 

4.2 It is nice to remark that the conditions that are generally put in the systems theory have an 
analogue in logic: 
 - stability, meaning that steady states are reached ↔  for the information that is 
communicated to the knowledge processor, conclusions exist 
 - the input switches slowly enough for the system to reach the steady states (= the 
fundamental mode) ↔  the teacher teches slowly enough so that the lesson is comprehensible, 
i.e. the conclusions are reached 
 - the technical condition of good running (also called semi-modularity), a property of 

invariance relative to nii ,1, =τ  ↔  the reasoning itself should not depend on the speed of 
processing the information. 

4.5 Remark Rescher and Urquhart give axioms that do not make a clear distinction (most of 
them) between time and space. It might be interesting to think again at the facts from the 
paragraph 4 of the paper by replacing time with space. 


